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BRANCHED STRUCTURES ON RIEMANN SURFACES
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RICHARD MANDELBAUMC)

Abstract. Following results of Gunning on geometric realizations of projective

structures on Riemann surfaces, we investigate more fully certain generalizations of

such structures.

We define the notion of a branched analytic cover on a Riemann surface M (of

genus g) and specialize this to the case of branched projective and affine structures.

Establishing a correspondence between branched projective and affine structures on M

and the classical projective and affine connections on M we show that if a certain

linear homogeneous differential equation involving the connection has only mero-

morphic solutions on M then the connection corresponds to a branched structure on

M. Utilizing this fact we then determine classes of positive divisors on M such that

for each divisor X) in the appropriate class the branched structures having £ as

their branch locus divisor form a nonempty affine variety. Finally we apply some

of these results to study the structures on a fixed Riemann surface of genus 2.

1. Introduction. The classical [1], [3], [5], [6], [14] representation of a Riemann

surface as the quotient space of a subspace of the complex projective line P by a

Fuchsian group provides a special coordinate covering of the Riemann surface,

with the property that the local analytic coordinates are related to one another by

projective transformations. Conversely, [1], [3], [7], [8] in general, a special co-

ordinate covering can be realized geometrically as a fixed point free Fuchsian group

acting on a subspace of P. The question arises as to what type of coordinate cover

would admit a realization corresponding to Fuchsian groups with elliptic elements.

The natural answer would seem to be coordinate covers which admit branched

coordinate functions. The aim of this paper is to investigate the nature of such

branched covers. In addition we also investigate how branching affects the existence

of affine covers, which in the unbranched case exist only for open Riemann surfaces

and compact surfaces of genus one.

Briefly the contents of the paper are the following. §2 develops the notation and

terminology to be used and defines the structures to be studied. §3 establishes a

correspondence between branched projective and affine structures on the Riemann

surface M (of genus g) and the classical projective and affine connections on M.
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In §§4 and 5 we establish the existence of linear homogeneous differential

equations on M involving the projective and affine connections, respectively, whose

solution spaces determine whether a specified branched structure on M exists or not.

Utilizing this fact we then determine classes of positive divisors on M such that for

each divisor D in the appropriate class, the branched projective or affine structures

having ® as their branch locus divisor form an affine variety containing a submani-

fold of dimension 3g — 3 in the projective case and g in the affine case. Lastly, in

§6 we apply some of these results to study the structures on a fixed Riemann surface

of genus 2.

2. Notation and terminology. A coordinate covering {Ua, zB} of the two-dimen-

sional manifold M consists of an open covering {Ua} of M together with homeo-

morphisms za: Ua^- Va from the sets Ua to open subsets Va of the complex line C.

On each nonempty intersection Ua n Ue we can define coordinate transition

functions

fttB = za o Zag1: ze(Ua n Ug) -»■ za(Ua n Uß),

and we sometimes write our coverings {Ua, za,faß} if we wish to emphasize the

transition functions.

As in [1, §1] we can define G-covers on our manifold M, where G is any pseudo-

group of mappings of domains in C, by insisting that all the coordinate transition

functions belong to G. We then define a G-structure on M as an equivalence class

of G-covers, where two G-covers {Ua, za}, {Wa, wa) are equivalent if their union is a

G-cover. If G is the pseudo-group of differentiable or complex analytic maps we

then simply have the standard differentiable 2-manifolds or complex 2-manifolds

(i.e. Riemann surfaces).

We wish to generalize the concept of coordinate cover to include the possibility

that za: Ua —> Va is not exactly a homeomorphism but is instead a locally branched

covering map. In order to achieve maximum generality we will also assume that

the sets Va lie in the projective line P rather than C. Coordinate covers for which

all the Va are in C will be called regular coordinate covers. Before continuing we

recall the following facts about locally branched covering maps.

Let M and Nbe two-dimensional manifolds and let/: Af —>- N be a continuous

map. Then/is a locally branched covering if and only if for each p e M there is an

open neighborhood U^M containing p, such that

f\U-{p}-+f(U)-f(p)

exhibits U—p as an w-sheeted covering space for some integer m.

We let Of(p) = m— 1 and call this the branching order of the mapping/at p.

The point p is regular if and only if Of(p) = 0, and a branch point of /if Of(p)>0.

We note immediately that (i) the branch points are a discrete subset of M, finite if

M is compact, and (ii) / is an open mapping and is a local homeomorphism in a

neighborhood of any regular point.
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We call 2pem Of(p) the total branching order of /. If / is constant we let Of(p)

= -co.

Suppose/: M -> N is any nontrivial complex analytic mapping between Riemann

surfaces. Then it is known that / is a locally branched covering and the branching

order at a point p is the order of the zero of the derivative of fin any local regular

coordinate system in M and N, that is Of(p) = vp(f').

Definition. Suppose {Ua, za] is a coordinate covering of M. Suppose for each a,

wa: Ua -> Ya is a locally branched covering from the set U„ to the open subset Ya

of the projective line P. Suppose further that for each nonempty intersection

Ua n UB there exists a homeomorphism

<f>ae: Wg(Ua n Ug)    wa(Ua n Uß)

such that Wa(p) = <f>ae ° we(p) forp e Ua n Ug. Then we say {Ua, wa} or {Ua, wa, <pae}

is a branched cover on M.

We note that the existence of a branched cover on M presupposes the existence

of a coordinate cover on M. As in the case of coordinate covers we say two branched

covers {Ua, wa}, {U'a, w'a} are equivalent if their union is a branched cover and we

define a branched structure as an equivalence class of branched covers. Also by

restricting the homeomorphisms <j>ag to suitable pseudo-groups G we can also

speak of branched G-structures on M. It is easily verifiable that if {Ua, wa}, {U'tt, w'a)

are branched covers of M then if p e Ua n UB then 0Wa{p) = 0Wg{p) and if

ga: wa(Ua) -> w'a{Ua) is a homeomorphism such that w'tt = ga°wa then 0Wa(p)

= 0Wa(p). Therefore branch points are invariant under equivalence and we can

speak of the branch points of a structure rather than of only a cover.

Now suppose {Ua, wa, <f>aß) is a branched cover of the Riemann surface M.

We say {Ua, wa, <paß} is an analytic branched cover of M iff wa is meromorphic on

Ua^M. This immediately implies that the <paB are meromorphic. (If the wa are

holomorphic {Ua, wa, <j>ag) is a regular analytic branched cover.) If in addition all

the <j>ag are projective (resp. affine) transformations then we say {Ua, wa,<j>ae} is

a projective (resp. affine) branched cover. In the obvious fashion we can also speak

of analytic (resp. projective; resp. affine) branched structures on the Riemann

surface M.

Lastly suppose M is a Riemann surface with a branched analytic structure. Then

we can always choose a representative branched cover {Ua, wa} such that

(i) each Ua has at most one branch point,

(ii) if p is a branch point and p e Ua n Ue then a = ß and wa(p) = 0,

(iii) if Ua has no branch points then wa is a homeomorphism of Ua into a unit

cell in P.

We shall call such a cover a restricted cover on M and will assume that all our

covers are restricted.

We shall henceforth fix M as a compact Riemann surface of genus g^2.
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3. Structures and connections. Having introduced the notion of affine and

projective structures on a Riemann surface it remains to be seen under what circum-

stances a Riemann surface admits such structures and what is the nature of their

branching. To investigate this question we introduce (Gunning [1], [3], [4]) the

notion of an J% connection (v= 1, 2) on a Riemann surface.

We recall the definition of the differential operators (?,: .«v —> J(u (z'=l,2),

t/czP; namely:

dj(z) = rW'iz) = (dldz){]ogf'(z))   for z 6 U,

02f{z) = (tV(z))'-W(z))2 =f'Wf'(z)-WWf'(z))2

(92 is, of course, simply the Schwarzian derivative). We note that by computation

(Gunning [2, Lemma 24]) we have that if h = g °/and w=/(z) then

(2) evh(z) = e,g(W)-f(zy+eyf(z)    (?=i, 2).

Letting ^ = {/"| for some open subdomain U<=P;fe Mv and 0U/=O} we immedi-

ately find that ^ is the complex affine group of dimension 1, that is GA(1, C)

while .^2 = complex projective group of dimension 1 =PL (1, C).

Now suppose a// = {Ua, za,faß) is a representative unbranched complex analytic

coordinate cover for the Riemann surface M. We can associate to °l/ the cocycles

(°vae) eZ\^, J^(kv)), (v=l, 2) (where k is the canonical line bundle on M, xaß(p)

= (dze/dza)p) defined as follows.

<yvaB(zB(p)) = 0Jaß(z„(p))   where p e Ua n U„,

°mB{zy(p)) = «;ß(p)-avaß(ze(p))   where p e Uan UBn Uy.

By computation [1, p. 168] we see that (<rvaB) is in fact a cocycle for i>= 1, 2.

We then have

Definition. An J2; connection for the covering <?/ is a zero cochain h = (ha) e

C°(W, J?(kv)) such that Sh = uv.

Explicitly an 3FV connection for °U consists of sections (ha) e r(Ua, ~#(*v)) such

that ovaß(p) = hß(p) — ha(p) for p e Uac\ UB, or in terms of the local mapping func-

tion za on Ua,

<w(z*(/0) = hB{zB(p))- k-„vha(za(p)).

Using the usual notion of equivalence we call two connections h, h! for coverings

U, U' equivalent if h and h' can be extended to form a connection for U u U'.

An equivalence class of connections will be called an J% connection for M. An ^

connecting being simply the classical affine connection while an ^ connection is

just a projective connection [4].

Definition. Suppose t = {tu} is an connection for Suppose further that

there exist meromorphic sections {ha} e C°(<^, J() such that if t and h are realized

as functions ha{za), ta{za) on za(Ua), then

6vha(za(p)) = ra(za(p)).

We will then call t an integrable J% connection.
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Theorem 1. There is a canonical bijection between the integrable ^-connections

and the ^-structures on M.

Proof. We first need the following lemma.

Lemma 1. Suppose h, k are ^-connections for M. Then h = k + r for some

t = {ta)eT(M,Jt{k*)).

Proof of lemma. Representing h by {ha} and k by {ka}, we let ra = ha — ka. We

then note that since {rj e C°(*, Jf/<")) and by computation S(t1i) = 0; {t} is in

fact in T(M, ^#(«v)). (In words: The difference between two projective (resp. affine)

connections is a meromorphic quadratic (resp. abelian) differential.)

Proof of theorem. Let {Ua, za,faß} be a representative complex analytic co-

ordinate cover for M.

Suppose {Ua, wa, Tae) represents an structure on M. Thus in Ua, wa = ha(za)

for some ha g ^za(uay Now let ra(za(p))=6vha(za(p)) for p e Ua. We claim t = {tb}

will be an integrable J^-connection. We note that ha ° fag(ze{p)) = Tag ° hB{ze(p))

for p e UB. Thus by (3)

öAWÄ)t«»/is(z() = ^TaS(we)-h';(ze)+evhe(ze)-

However {Ua, wa, TaB} is an ^-structure, so that OvTaB(wB) = 0. So we have

ta(za)-KäsV(P) + avccß(Zß) = tb(zb),

where kaB(p) = [fäB(zB(p))]~1, and therefore {rtt} is an connection which is

obviously integrable. Furthermore any equivalent J^-cover {Ua, wa, faB} will give

rise to an equivalent connection, since if {Ua, wa, TaB} is equivalent to {Ua, wa, TaB},

then wa = Ta ° wa for some Ta e J^, and therefore 8vwa = 8vwa.

Now suppose r e C°(#, uf(«v)) is an integrable J^-connection; and let {ha} e

C°(U, M) be such that 6vha(za) = ta(za). Let wa = ha(za). We claim that {Ua, wa}

will define an J^-structure which will in turn correspond to the connection t under

the construction in the first part of the proof.

We can assume {Ua} is a restricted cover and therefore define transition functions

Tae for {Ua, wa} by means of inverses TaB = wa ° wBY in UaC\ UB.

TaB ° hB = (ha o za) o (hg o zg)-1 o hg = ha °fag ° hg1 °he = ha °faß.

Then applying (3) we have

OvTaß(wß)-h'ß(zßy = [tB(ze)-k;Bv(p)ta(za)]-ovag(zg).

But t is an     connection, so

[6,TaB{wB)][h'g{zg)Y ,0   in Ue.

However h'g(zg) = 0 at most at one point in UB and övTaß is meromorphic so 9vTaß = 0

in Uß, and therefore {Ua, za, Taß} is an ^-cover. So each cover corresponds

uniquely to an ^-connection and we can immediately verify that this bijective

correspondence preserves equivalence, thus proving the theorem.
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4. Branched projective structures. Suppose {Ua, wa} is a branched analytic cover

on M. We can then canonically associate to it the positive divisor ^>{Ua,wa) =

2peM 0Wa(p) p for some a such that p e Ua. Since M is compact 2j>sm 0Wa(p) p is

finite and therefore recalling that equivalence of covers preserves branch points we

have a map %: {structures on M} -> {positive divisors on A/}. Given a positive

divisor ® we shall then say the branched analytic cover {Ua, wa} is of type ® if and

only if !»Wk-rt =*$L We let 5, = B({Ua, wa}) = B(<S>{Ua,Wa)) = 5(D) = 2PeM 0Wa(p)

and call this the total order or total branching order of the structure. We shall also

let \^{Ua,wJ = \{Ua,wct}\=card{pje M\ O^ipA^O}. This will be called the

multiplicity of the structure.

Lastly if 1) is a positive divisor such that ® = 2|«i (r,— l)'Pf, ry>l; we shall say

that a projective connection r on M is of type % if and only if for each />, we have

(assuming za{p,) = 0)

1 — r2 00

zza i = 0

with 2 'iz« convergent, in a neighborhood £/„ of ph while ra is holomorphic in a

neighborhood of any nonbranch point.

This last definition is justified by

Proposition 2. For each positive divisor D on M there exists a canonical bijection

between the projective structures of type 1) on M and the integrable projective con-

nections of type 1) on M.
.

Proof. It suffices to show that if /:£/-> K is a meromorphic function with

Oe U and O;(0) = r-1, r an integer fcl, then t?2/(z) = (l -r2)/2z2 + /_i/z + ^(z)

where /_!=0 if r= 1 and A is analytic in U. However if Of(0) = r— 1 then we can

write locally f(z) = (g(z))± r where g(0) = 0; g'(0) ^ 0. But then by direct calculation

we see that Ö2/(z) = ((l-r2)/2)(g'(z)/g(z))2 + 62g(z). Thus g'(z)/g(z)= l/z + (holo-

morphic function) if r>l while d2f(z) = 02g(z) = (holomorphic function) if r=l,

proving the theorem.

We will call a projective connection t holomorphic if it has a representative {ra}

where all the ra are holomorphic. We then have as an obvious consequence of the

proposition,

Corollary 2.1 (see [1 ], [3]). There is a canonical bijection between the unbranched

projective structures on M and the integrable holomorphic projective connections

on M.

We thus have shown that the study of projective structures of a given type is

equivalent to the study of integrable projective connections of that type. Let us

then fix 3) as a positive divisor with the expansion D = 25 = i (rj— ^)%Pj \ ri> 1 on

We then fix n as the multiplicity of % and B as the total branching order.
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Theorem 3. (i) The integrable projective connections of type D have the structure

of a complex affine subvariety of the 3g — 3 + n-dimensional complex linear manifold

of all projective connections of type

(ii) Furthermore if n=\ or B^2g — 2 then this subvariety is nonempty and its

regular points form a 3g — 3-dimensional submanifold of the space of all projective

connections of type D.

Proof. We will first show that the space of all projective connections of type %

forms a 3g— 3 + «-dimensional complex linear manifold. We recall that by Lemma

1, given a projective connection, we can produce all other projective connections

by simply adding appropriate quadratic differentials. Thus suppose t is a projective

connection of type "£). By adding to t any quadratic differential which is holo-

morphic except for at most simple poles at p} we produce all the projective con-

nections of type 3). That is

{projective connections of type D}

= t +{quadratic differentials with at most simple poles at pf, (j = 1,..., «)}.

However by the Riemann-Roch theorem the space of quadratic differentials with

at most simple poles at p}, (_/'= 1,...,«) is isomorphic to a complex number space

of dimension 3g — 3 + n. Thus if there exists one projective connection of type D,

then there exists a 3g —3 + n-complex linear manifold of such connections. However

by [3, Corollary 2 to Theorem 4] we see that there exists a projective connection a

of type 0 on M. Now utilizing the notation of [1], [2] and [3] T(M, Gm{_x2, —2-p,))

is the space of quadratic differentials with at most a double pole at pf while

T(M, &m(i<2, — 1 -Pj)) is the space of quadratic differentials with at most a single

pole at Pj. However by the Riemann-Roch theorem

dim T(M, 0m(x2, ~ 2 pM = 3g-1   and   dim T(M, (P^(k2, - 1 -p,)) = 3g- 2.

Therefore for each p, there exists a quadratic differential 8,- which has exactly a

pole of order 2 at p, and no other singularities. Letting a, be the coefficient of zä2

in the Laurent expansion of 0, around za(p3) = 0 we let 8 = yjjzl('\—rf)l2aj)6j.

Then it is immediately apparent that 8 is a quadratic differential such that t = o+8

is a projective connection of type ®. We are therefore left with the task of showing

that integrable projective connections of type D form a complex affine subvariety.

Let F2(M, ®) be the space of projective connections of type D. Let r e F2(M, 1)).

Let us now choose a basis for the vector space of quadratic differentials with at

most a simple pole aXpj,j= 1,..., n. By the constructions we made previously we

can choose this basis as follows:

Let jq, j= 1,..., 3g— 3, be a basis for the space of holomorphic quadratic

differentials. Let ,0 be a quadratic differential which is holomorphic everywhere

except at p, where it has the expansion ,0(za) = (l/za) + 2i^o 3^(«)izi- We let q =

• •   3g-3?). 8 = G0, • •   nS), and for each (t, a) = (r1; ...,/„, ou o-3g_3)
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e C"xC3'"3, we let Vi0)fi = T+6-t+q-a be the element of F2(M, ®) determined by

(f, a). Therefore we see that

IF2(M, D) = {integrable projective connections of type ®}

is equivalent to

{(r, o) e Cx C39"3 | 02wa(za) = (r>0)^a(za) has a meromorphic solution for all a}.

Following [1], [13] we note that the problem of solving

(4) 62w{z) = S{z)

for meromorphic S(z) is equivalent to the simpler problem of finding two linear

independent solutions w1 and w2 of the linear homogeneous second order equation

(5) w\z) + \S{z)w{z) = 0.

That is, if wx and w2 solve (5) then wjw2 solves (4), the general solution being

(aw1 + bw2)/(cw1 + dw2) with ad—bc=\. Furthermore it is immediately verifiable

that if S(z) is holomorphic then so are w1 and w2 and a solution wh to (4) can be

found such that wh is holomorphic and w'n(z)^0. Thus to determine IF2(M, D)

we must find out what

{(r, a) 6 Cn x C39"3 I w"a(za) + i (t,oPa(za) = 0 has two linearly

independent meromorphic solutions in each Ua containing a p,}

is. Now we recall that in a neighborhood Ua of ps,

j _j.2 oo

(t,c)H-a(za) = -^-2L + (t,o)P-i(a)zä1+ 1 «,o)Mi(a)4.
zza i = 0

Thus by [12], [13] there exists a polynomial A(r,) in CTx,,..., xr] (where

A(r)(xu ..., xr) =    2   %i.• • • 4'
tfi.w

and (zl5..., z'r) are such that kik = r); with leading term (with a^O)

such that w'ä(za) + i (,ia)fj.a(za) = 0 has two linearly independent meromorphic

solutions in Ua if and only if

^(oXc^-ite), • • •> (»,o)Mr-2(«)) = 0.

However i».ajf*_i{*}=T_i(ot) + fi and, for /C^O, (,_0)JLifc(a) = Tk(a) + ök(a)-/ + ^fc(a)-a

where Tk(a), öfc(«), qk(a) are just the coefficients of z£ in the Laurent expansion

around za(p,) = 0 of r(a), 8(a), q(a) respectively.

Thus there exists a polynomial K, e C[xu ..., x33_3 + n] with leading term affxy,

ce(ö"#0; and total degree of any other term Sl>v/2]; such that

■ • •, ff.oMr-aW) = 0  iff AT3(r, o) = 0.
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Then the AT3 (j= 1,..., n) form a system of n-polynomials in w + 3g — 3 variables.

If we now let

r,Vz = {(r, a) 6 C» x C39"3 I A-3(r, a) = 0,/ = 1.n},

then IF2(M, <S))x PV% which is the required subvariety.

Furthermore if we look at the mapping K: C39~3 + n —> Cn given by K(t, a)

= (K1(t, a),..., Kn(t, a)) we can show by a direct calculation that "in general"

the rank of J{K), the Jacobian matrix of the mapping K, will be n. Therefore if

PV£<= pVx, consists of the regular points of PV% then if PV^^0, PV% is in turn a

submanifold of dimension 3g —3. We see immediately that if « = 0, pVt> = C33'3,

and if n=\, pVs> is just a union of hypersurfaces in C39-2.

Now suppose B^2g — 2. We will show „Fd^O, thus concluding our theorem.

Suppose for each j, we could pick a quadratic differential }6 such that fi is

holomorphic everywhere except that

(i) around p}, }6{za)= l/za + 2« = o and

(ii) around Pt^Pj, ,9(ze,~z}r'1 2"=o

The system fq, j= 1,..., 3g —3, f6,j=l,...,n, will again form a basis for the

quadratic differentials with at most a simple point at p,. However if we now calculate

Kj(t, o) we find that, since the t6 for have no terms of degree less than rf — 1

around ph Kj{t, a) = Kj((0,..., tj, ..., 0), a). Thus for each /, K} will be a poly-

nomial in tj and o with leading term äfft}', a^VO. Thus for any fixed o, if we let

t* be a root of Kj(tj, o) = 0 for _/= 1,..., n we immediately see that (r*, o) g pV

where r* = (rf,..., t*). Therefore pFd#0.

So we must prove that we can pick the fi as described above.

Now let </>, be the divisor (/-j- \)-p.+ • • ■ +(-l)\P/H-+(/•„-1)-/»„. Let ß(D),

for any divisor D, be the space of quadratic differentials whose divisors are multiples

of®.

Then if for each j, Q{<j>,)— ß(A+F,)/0, we have our basis, since if we let

y0e Q(<t>j)— Q(<l>j+Pj) for each j, then we simply let it9 = Ji/r/ReSp< (y</<) and the y0,

7= 1,..., n, are as required.

However by the Riemann-Roch theorem provided deg (0;)^2g —4 we have

dim ß(0,) = 3g-3-deg (&) ^ g+1

while

dim Qfa+p} = 3f-3-deg = 3g-3-deg (^)-1 ä g.

Thus dim ß(</>;)-dim Q(4>j+P})^l and Q(<f>})-Q(<pj+Pf)¥=0, provided deg (<p})
g2g —4. However

deg(^) < deg(^+F,) < degfa+p?) = B 5 2g-2.

Thus deg (<z>3)^2g — 4 and our theorem is proven.

We note that our result can be extended to B^3g — 2 provided the points

Px - ■ -pn avoid a one-codimensional subset A^Mn (see [1], [10] and [11]).
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5. Branched affine structures. Having discussed ^ structures and connections

for v = 2 we now turn to the case of v=l, the affine structures. So suppose h =

(ha) e C0($f, ^#(/c)) is an affine connection for U. We recall that this means

°i«b(zb) = fae(Zß)/fäß(zß) = (d/dzß) log fäß = hß(zß)- k^ha(za)

where tft = {Ua, za,faß} is a coordinate cover of M.

Paralleling the development in [9] we now let p e Ua n Uß and let rc Ua n Uß

be a simple closed curve bounding a cell D a p in Ua n t/fl. We then define

Res («,/>) = j-j^J*

as the residue of h at />, and

Res (h) = 2 Res («> />)•

We immediately note that Res (h, p) is independent of the choice of representatives

for h since

d log faß(zß) + ha(za)dza = hß(zß)dzß,

and faß^0 in <7a n t/fl. Furthermore since any two affine connections h, k differ

at most by an abelian differential t, which has total residue 0 on the compact

surface M, Res (h) = Res (k). Thus the total residue of all affine connections are

the same fixed constant. We then have

Lemma 2. Let h = (ha) be an affine connection for U. Then Res («) = 2g —2.

Proof. Let g = {ga} e V(M, jM{k)) represent an abelian differential on M. Let

ka(za) = (d/dza) log ga(za) = gä(za)/ga(za).

Now ga(za) = Kaß(p)gB(z„). Thus since dfdzß = Käß1(d/dza), we have

«äß\p)-ka(za) = (d/dzg) log Kttß(p) + kg(zß).

But

°-ia«0/i) = f«ß(Zß)/fäß(Zß) = -(d/dzß) log Kaß(p).

Thus

vi«ß(Zß) = Xß(zß)-Käß{p)-ka{za)

and therefore & =      is an affine connection for t/. However

Res (/c) = j- 2 U- log ga(za) = 2
Z7r< peM ' aza peM

But since ga e T(M, M'k)), 2P£m "P(ga) = c(V) = 2g-2. So Res(/c) = 2g-2 and,

since all affine connections have the same residue, Res («) = 2g—2 also.
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Now suppose {Ua, wa} is a branched affine structure with a branch point of order

r — 1 at fj. Thus locally in Ua 3 p, we have

wa = [ga(za)]* r   where ga: za( Ua) ->■ C

with

g«(0) = 0,   g'a(0) # 0,   and   za(p,) = 0.

But affine transformations preserve poles so that, in contradistinction to the

projective case, [ga(za)]+r is not equivalent to [ga(za)]~r- Thus in addition to

specifying the order of a branch point we must also specify whether it arises from

a pole or not. To this end we introduce the notion of the "residue class" divisor x

as follows.

Suppose {Ua, wa} represents an affine structure on M with poles of order v, at

Sj, j= 1,..., a, and nonpolar branch points of order r}— 1 at phj=\,..., n. (We

note that Ow(sf)= \ v,-\ — 1.)

We now define the divisor (not necessarily positive)

/-i 1=1

We thus have a map

X: {affine structures on M) -> {divisors on Af}.

We let p(x) = 25:i(^-l) + 2i = i(^-l) and |x| =r?(y) + <T(x) where if x=2^ Ä

then

t)(x) = card {/?y I Xj > 0}   and   ct(x) = card {/>, [ xy < 0}.

Now given a divisor x with p(x) = 2g—2 we shall say that an affine connection

h = (K) is of class x iff * has only simple poles and

I
X = 2 xrF; * Res («,/>,) = x,.

If x has no terms of the form —l-p, we shall say it is of the second kind.

We now have

Proposition 4. For each divisor of the second kind x with p(x) = 2g — 2 there is a

canonical bijection between the affine structures of class x on M and the integrable

affine connections of class x on M.

Proof. It suffices to show that if/: U-> V is a meromorphic function with

O e t/and v0(f') = r— 1 with |r | ^ 1, then 0,/(z) = (r- l)/z + A(z) where A is analytic

in a neighborhood of 0. However if v0(f') = r— 1 we can write locally /(z) = (g(z))±r

with g(0) = 0, g'(0)^0. But then by direct calculation

diAz) = (r-l)(g'(z)/g(z))+eig(z).
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However 01g(z) is holomorphic and g'(z)/g(z)= l/z + (holomorphic function).

Thus 91f(z) = (r — l)/z + A(z) where A(z) is holomorphic and 9±f is holomorphic iff

r=l.

We note that the proof implies that if {Ua, wa} represents an affine structure on

M and if h is an affine connection corresponding to {Ua, wa} then necessarily

X{ua,wa} is °f the second kind with p(x) = Res (h) = 2g — 2.

We recall that a coordinate cover {Ua, za} is regular iff za is holomorphic for each

a. Since holomorphicity is preserved by affine transformations we shall say {Ua, wa}

represents a regular affine structure iff it is a regular affine cover. We immediately

see that {£/„, wa} is regular iff x<       is positive or equivalently iff X(b«,«*>=9D{dw»i»«i«

Similarly we shall say that A is a regular affine connection iff Res («, p) ä 0 for

all p e M.

Theorem 5. Let % be a positive divisor with 5(1)) = 2g — 2. F«en r/je integrable

affine connections of class % form a g-dimensional complex linear manifold.

Proof. Suppose h is an affine connection of class D. Then so is h + r for any

holomorphic abelian differential t. But the space of holomorphic abelian differen-

tials is isomorphic to C9. Thus it suffices to show that

(i) there exists an affine connection of class ®,

(ii) any affine connection of class ® is integrable.

We prove (ii) first. So it suffices to show h is integrable. Now locally we have

h(z) = (r—l)/z + A(z) with A analytic and r^ 1. For h(z) to be integrable we must

find a meromorphic solution to the linear differential equation

(6) w"/w'= (r-l)/z + A(z).

So let v=w' and rewrite this as v'/v = (r—l)/z + A(z). Then v(z) = Kzr~1eMz); but

since r^l and A is analytic then v is holomorphic and therefore so is w, since

w' = v.

We now are left to show that an affine connection of type D exists.

So let t = {tk} be a holomorphic differential on M. Let yI = 2PeM Vp(a,)-P and let

ka(za) = (d/dza) log ra(za) in Ua. Then by the proof of Lemma 2 we see that k = {ka}

is an affine connection of class x„ and p(xi) = 2g — 2.

Now consider the divisor D— x%- Since

p(®-x.) = p(®)-p(xt) = o,

by [14] and [5] there exists an abelian differential of the third kind 9 with only

simple poles such that

2 Res {9,p).p = S)-Xl.
peM

Therefore /c+0 will in fact be an affine connection of class D.

We note that the first and third parts of our proof will be true not only for a

positive divisor 1) but for any divisor of the second kind x with p(x) = 2g —2. We

then have
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Corollary 5.1. Let x be a divisor of the second kind with p(x) = 2g — 2. Then the

affine connection of class x form a g-dimensional complex linear manifold and the

integrable connections of class x comprise a complex affine subvariety of this manifold.

Proof. The existence of the g-dimensional complex linear manifold of affine

connections of class x follows directly from the proof of the theorem. It thus

suffices to examine the nature of the solutions to the differential equation w"/w'

= (r— \)jz + A{z) in the case where r^ — 1. Again letting v = w' we have

v(z) = Kzr-1eA{°) = Kea° 2 C(n)zn + r~1

where A(z) =     0 aiz\ C0=\, and for nSi 1

C(«) =      2      ««1.inA^-On
Oi.,..,W

and (/'i,..., in) are such that 2*=* kik = n and «(10 0.0)= 1/«!. Thus we have

co /»

w(z) = Kea° 2 C(n)   zn + r~1 dz.
n = 0 J

This is meromorphic if and only if C_r = C|r|=0. Therefore, in general, for each

affine connection h, there exists a polynomial

#|r| G C[xu ...,XT]

such that h is integrable iff H^^a^,..., ar) = 0 where ar are defined as above.

So let h = {ha} be an affine connection of class

7 = 1 7 = 1

and let ..., g<f> be a basis for the holomorphic differentials on M. Now for each

t e C9, let tk = h + <b • t, where d> = (lT?,..., g<£). We then see immediately that ,/c is

an affine connection of class y and that therefore IFX(M, x) = {integrable connections

of class x) is equivalent to {re C9 | ,/c is integrable around j, for 7=1,..., a}.

Now for any t e Cg we note that around s; with za(^) = 0 we have

,k(za) = V-l^- + A{za) + $-t = ^ + 2^m(<*)z21,

and, in general,

,km(a) = Am(a) + <\>m(a)-t

where Am(a), <bm(a) = d^m(a),..., s^m(«)) are simply the coefficients of z™ in the

Taylor expansion around za(sA=0 of A(a) and <p(a) respectively. Thus there exists

a polynomial L, e C[xu ..., x3] such that H]Vll(,ku ..., ,/V,Vjl) = 0 iff L;(f) = 0. So ,k

is integrable around Sj iff L;(r) = 0; and therefore if we now let

aV* = {t e C9 I L,(r) = 0 for j = 1,..., a},

then IFx(M, x)~ aVx, which is the required subvariety.
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Corollary 5.2. Suppose % = 2?= i Ov — 1) 'Pi + (v ~ 1) •*■ Then,

(i) if s is not a hyperelliptic Weier str ass point or v is even, aVx=£0 and is in fact

a union of hyper surfaces in C9; and

(ii) if v is odd and s is a hyperelliptic Weiers trass point, then ifaV^0 it is either

Cg or a union of hypersurfaces in C9.

Proof. From the proof of Corollary 5.1 we see that aVx = {t e C3 | L(r) = 0}

where in our case L{t) = H^{,k1,..., tkiv{). Now if s is not a hyperelliptic Weier-

strass point, the basis 1$,..., g<f> of abelian differentials used in constructing ,k

could have been chosen so that 2<j> was the only term with nonzero coefficient of z'a.

Thus tk1 = a1 + 2<pi-t2 and we can assume 2<f>i = l. Thus our polynomial L(t) has

leading term (l/|v|!)?2 + other lower order terms and this clearly shows that aVx

is a union of hypersurfaces in Cg.

Furthermore even if s is a hyperelliptic point then it is still impossible for any

basis of the abelian differentials to have all coefficients of both z\ and z% zero. If

some abelian differential has a nonzero z\ coefficient the above construction shows

that aVx is a union of hypersurfaces. However even if all the z\ coefficients are

zero at least one z2 coefficient is nonzero. We can thus always rechoose the basis

so that 2<f> is the only differential in the basis with 2<j>2 r^O, and we can assume 2<j>2 = 1.

Then if vx = — 2m for some m^ l,L(t) would have leading term (l/m\)t2 and again

aVx would be a union of hypersurfaces in C9. However if vt is odd it is possible

that L(t) reduces to a constant so that if L(t) = k then if fc=0, aVx = C9, if /c#0

then aVx = 0 and otherwise we again have a union of hypersurfaces.

What this corollary shows us is that on any Riemann surface if we avoid a

"suitably small" set of points we will always have aVx^0.

Using techniques of [10] and [11] this can be generalized to

Corollary 2.6.4. Suppose

and

0 < 2 to-*) g-i.
Then there exists an analytic subset A^McM of codimension ^1 such that if

(su ..., sa)e Ma — A then aVx^0 and aVx has dimension g — o(x), where °aVx is

the submanifold of regular points of a Vx.

However we will pursue the subject no further.

6. Examples. To indicate the wealth of new structures now apparent on

Riemann surfaces we briefly examine the case of surfaces of genus 2. Let M be

such a surface and suppose 1 = 1 +1 -p2 is a divisor on M with px possibly equal

to p2. Then p(1) = 2 = 2g—2 and the space of regular affine structures with branch-

ing order 1 is just C2. Furthermore the space of distinct positive divisors on M of

total branching order 2 is just SM2, the 2-fold symmetric product of M (that is,
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M2/~ where (au a2)~{b1, b2) iff {au a2} = {b1, b2} as sets). Thus any Riemann

surface of genus 2 has associated to it the space SM2 x C2 of distinct regular

branched affine structures.

If we now examine the projective structures associated to M we find they form a

subvariety PV% of C5 containing a 3-dimensional submanifold PV£. Thus the space

of distinct branched projective structures of total branching order 2 form the fiber

space PI/2 = {(1), Fd) | ® e SM2} and this space will itself contain a submanifold of

dimension 5, namely PV§ ={(1, „V%) | 1 e SM2}. Thus it is immediately apparent

that whereas in the case of g = 1 all projective structures of order 2g —2 = 0 reduce

to affine structures [I, §9.3], this is decidedly not the case when g = 2. In a forth-

coming article we hope to apply some of this additional structure to study the

holomorphic vector bundles of rank 2 on a Riemann surface [2].
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